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The Inevitability, Proclivity 
and Reality of Change: 

Managing Healthcare 
Transformation



Newton Marguiles, PhD, Journal for Medical Care…

“The forces for change seem more 
potent today than ever before; 

increased technological 
advancement and rapid ‘societal 
upheavals’ create a more critical 

need for change and a more 
significant need for skills to 

manage and channel change 
toward meaningful ends.”



Newton Marguiles, PhD, Journal for Medical Care…

“Demands of the society for 
improved health care, for 

consumer involvement in health 
care planning, for personal 

involvement and participation in 
the health diagnosis and the 

treatment process itself, provide 
one set of forces which create 

pressure to change.”







What has changed in healthcare 
in the last 30 years?



What is changing in healthcare 
today?



Drivers of Change

� Providers—focused on chronic disease 
management.

� Consumers– assuming more responsibility.
� Payers/Health Plans– helping consumers get 

more value from health systems.
� Suppliers– providing goods/services that 

provide better outcomes at a lower cost.



What is the personal impact of 
change?















What are examples of changes 
you have experienced at work?





People resist change…

�Fear of the unknown.
�Fear of personal loss.
�Habit – comfort zone.
�Don’t see the need for change.
�Reasons for change don’t make sense.
�Belief that change will make things 

worse.



People embrace change…

� Believe it will result in personal gain.
� Believe the change makes sense.
� Individuals had a voice in the process.
� The time is clearly right for change.
� The change is truly well implemented.
� Respect for the champion of the change.
� Individuals received adequate training.



How is change managed in your 
organization?



Managing Change

� Grieving what will be lost.
� Educating about what will be gained.
� Training the new way.
� Facilitating activities that support the change 

process.
� Communicating key information.
� Following up on progress and challenges.
� Celebrating the end.











Mourning the Change Model

� Change focuses on personal loss/grief.
� Change has a clear beginning and end. 
� Change is based on returning to the status 

quo.
� Change is supported as an episodic event.
� Motivated by completing the change.



How many changes are you 
facing at work, right now?



It's not the progress I mind, it's the 
change I don't like. —Mark Twain



Transforming the way we 
think about change
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Flexibility

� No clear beginning or ending.
� Interdependent changes, roles and 

systems.

Southwest Airlines 
continues to 

meet customer needs.



Creativity

� Constantly re-imagining.
� Rapid process improvement.

Facebook has 
redefined 

communication
and community.



Capacity

� Clear connection with a mission.
� Supported systemically.

TOMs Shoes fullfills a 
larger purpose.



Defining Transformation

1) Any change in an organism which alters its 
general character and mode of life. 

2)  A change in disposition, heart, character, or 
the like; conversion. 

3)  A conversion, renovation, makeover or 
alteration. 

4)  A revolution .











Transforming Our Approach



Transforming Our 
Approach











Organizational Culture

The explicit and implicit aspects, traits and 
norms of an organization. The do’s and 

don’ts. 

An organization’s personality.



What does the culture tell us?

� What to pay attention to

� What things mean

� What actions to take and when

� Who is accepted and who is rejected



How would you describe your 
organization’s culture?



Why do we care?

These components link directly to the following:

� Quality
� Innovation
� Engagement
� Identity
� Bottom line (market share, ROI and assets)



Low Performing Cultures

� Purpose —lack of focus, clarity and 
connection to mission.

� Structure – paternalistic, fragmented, siloed, 
top-down, bureucratic, business drives clinical.

� Decision Making – staff/physician driven 
rather than patient driven, entitlement 
mentality.

� Responsiveness – slow to respond, 
traditional, passive.

Cultural Transformation in Healthcare, Kimball 2005



Low Performing Cultures

� Quality —no recognition of ‘broken system,’
arrogant, great variation in practice/quality.

� Workforce – ineffective teamwork, lack of 
trust, not engaged, helpless, high turnover, low 
pride.

� Merging Cultures – lack of common vision, 
silos, competitive, independent.

Cultural Transformation in Healthcare, Kimball 2005



One more commonality…

A desire to move their ‘community of 
people’ to a different and better place.



Every system is perfectly designed to 
produce the results it gets.

—Don Berwick, M.D.





A Model for Transformation

Transforming 

ICD-10



The Other ICD-10

Connect

Develop

Inspire



Inspire

1) Share a clear and aspirational vision 
of the future.

2) Generate excitement for goals. 

3) Leverage motivation.



Connect

4) Identify formal and informal communication 
strategies.

5) Link individual work with overall goals, mission   
and vision.

6) Create opportunities to work as a system, not in 
silos.

7) Provide support in meaningful ways.



Develop

8) Identify opportunities for knowledge 
building/transfer.

9) Leverage individual/team strengths and 
strategize methods for overcoming obstacles.

10) Build sustainable leadership capacity and   
accountability.



This is all well and good, but…





What are the barriers or 
challenges facing 
transformation?



What is one component of ICD-
10 that you can implement 
when you get back to the 

office?



I'm very interested in the future because I 
plan to spend the rest of my life there.

—Robert Wood Johnson


